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Abstract

Shaded relief derived automatically from digital elevation models differs distinctly from traditional manual shading. Par-
ticularly at small scales, many small topographic details that are present in terrain models disturb the clear portrayal of
the main relief features. Automatic shading is therefore not appropriate for high-quality cartographic products. This
paper proposes a new method of generalizing digital elevation models for deriving small-scale shaded relief that resem-
bles the manual style. The procedure consists of the following raster operations: undesirable topographic details are
smoothed with low-pass filters, and the main landforms, such as ridgelines and valleys, are detected by curvature
coefficients. Two secondary grids are derived, one exaggerating ridgelines, the other deepening valley bottoms, and the
two grids are combined according to the character of the terrain; the grid with exaggerated ridgelines is used in moun-
tainous areas, and the grid with deepened valley bottoms in lowland areas. Finally, shaded relief is derived from the
combined elevation model. Following these processing steps, only a few manual corrections are necessary to produce
high-quality small-scale relief shading.
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Résumé

L’estompage automatique des modèles d’élévations numériques diffère grandement de l’estompage manuel traditionnel.
Plus particulièrement, à petite échelle, de nombreux petits détails topographiques qui sont présents dans les modèles
numériques de terrain empêchent la représentation claire des principales caractéristiques du relief. Par conséquent,
l’estompage automatique n’est pas adéquat pour les produits cartographiques de haute qualité. Dans l’article, on propose
une nouvelle méthode de généralisation des modèles d’élévations numériques pour obtenir des estompages à petite
échelle qui ressemblent au style manuel. La procédure consiste à ajuster les détails topographiques indésirables à l’aide
de filtres passe-bas et à détecter le relief principal, comme les crêtes et les vallées, avec des coefficients de courbure.
Deux grilles secondaires sont dérivées : l’une exagère les lignes des crêtes, et l’autre accentue le fond des vallées. Puis
on combine les deux grilles selon les caractéristiques du terrain. On utilise la grille avec les crêtes exagérées pour les
régions montagneuses, et celle avec les vallées accentuées pour les plaines. Enfin, l’estompage est obtenu à partir du
modèle d’élévation combiné. Après ces étapes de traitement, on apporte quelques corrections manuelles pour produire
un estompage à petite échelle de grande qualité.

Mots clés : estompage automatique, estompage manuel, modèles d’élévations numériques, généralisation, carte à petite échelle,
estompage basé sur la courbure
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1. Introduction

Shaded relief maps were traditionally created by a few

artistically skilled cartographers with good insight into

relief interpretation. Today, manual skills are no longer

necessary, as shaded relief is automatically computed

from digital elevation models. Shading algorithms are

available in many GIS applications and raster graphic soft-

ware. Automatic relief shading (i.e., analytical shading)

has many advantages over manual production: it is faster

and less expensive, does not depend on the individual

style of a cartographer, and is rich in terrain details. How-

ever, the functionality offered by standard computer soft-

ware does not always meet the needs of cartographic relief

presentation. Analytical shading depicts relief details with

photographic quality, but it fails to emphasize the typical

landforms that characterize the specific relief types. Adjust-

ments of local light direction, aerial perspective, and a

uniform grey tone on flat areas are used for manual shad-

ing in order to graphically enhance the three-dimensional

relief impression. Standard automatic shading functional-

ities do not implement such operations. Many cartogra-

phers today have little or no experience of manual relief

shading and consider automated relief shading the de

facto standard. However, cartographers who have pro-

duced shaded relief using manual techniques, and who

have specialized in this area, consider that a carefully exe-

cuted manually shaded relief is still superior to its auto-

matically generated equivalent.

One can find few references concerning the production of

shaded relief for small-scale maps (i.e., maps at 1:500 000

or smaller1) in the cartographic literature. Eduard Imhof

(1982) developed general guidelines for the generaliza-

tion of shaded landforms, with examples at different map

scales. The successive steps of elimination and exaggera-

tion of terrain features, according to an increasing reduc-

tion in scale, are described as follows:

First to be smoothed out or removed are the gullies, niches,

projections, local gentle slopes, erosion terraces, and the small

details of alluvial deposits over the ground. Next, whole

valleys and mountain ridges are eliminated, and what was a

complex mountain group with many valleys becomes what

appears to be one mountain only. Narrow, but still orogra-

phically significant river valley grooves are stressed by the

appropriate adjustment of light and shading tones . . . Finally,

at the smallest scales, maps are composed almost exclusively

of similar mountain chains, patterns of high mountain peaks

and flat plains. (Imhof 1982, 188)

During generalization, cartographers try to maintain the

character of landforms (e.g., the sharpness of ridges, the

shape of valley profiles) and to accentuate the differences

among relief types (e.g., high-alpine mountain relief,

moderately hilly plateaus, low relief with big river valleys,

coastal plains). Even if identical design principles and base

data are used, results vary considerably among cartogra-

phers. This is illustrated by Figure 1, which shows the

same geographical area, shaded by six different carto-

graphers, based on the same data. Thus, the quality of

manual relief is highly variable and depends greatly upon

the skill, experience, and individual style of the relief

artist, as well on the amount of time spent on creating it.

Figure 1. South America’s relief, shaded by six different cartographers; 6 ETH Zurich, reproduced by permission.
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2. Previous Digital Relief Shading

Diffuse reflection, introduced by Pinhas Yoeli (1959,

1965), was a first attempt at computer-generated shading.

The value of grey shades is defined as a cosine of the angle

between surface normal and the light direction. Since this

first effort to calculate relief shading by computer, many

advances have been made in the attempt to adjust analy-

tical shading for specific cartographic needs. Various

researchers have pursued the integration of the princi-

ples developed for traditional manual shading into digital

technology. Several illumination models have been devel-

oped (these are thoroughly described and compared by

Horn 1982). An alternative uniform illumination model

was recently proposed by Patrick Kennelly and A. James

Stewart (2006). Other researchers have focused on simu-

lating local adjustments of the light direction (Yoeli 1967;

Brassel 1974; Mark 1992; Jenny 2001; Loisios, Tzelepis,

and Nakos 2007) and the application of aerial perspective

(Brassel 1974; Jenny 2001; Patterson 2001a).

Automatic relief shading at small scales, however, has re-

ceived little research attention so far, and the discrepancy

in quality between analytical and manual shading is espe-

cially great in this area. Automatically produced shaded

relief at small scales is excessively detailed, especially

when it is derived from high-resolution sources. Highly

detailed shading is often visually inefficient because the

main landforms are not clearly visible. As Tom Patterson

(2001b) notes, the dense details obscure macro topogra-

phy: it is impossible to see the forest for the trees.

To reduce visual complexity, relief needs to be generalized

by removing unwanted terrain details and accentuating

important landforms. Various methods have already been

proposed for generalizing digital elevation models, but

only a few studies consider the specific needs of relief

shading. Robert Weibel (1992) differentiates among three

approaches for terrain generalization: global filtering,

selective filtering, and heuristic methods. Global filtering

computes a statistical measure for each output raster cell,

for example, the mean or median value of neighbouring

data values. Selective filtering removes insignificant eleva-

tion points (i.e., points that are below a predefined signi-

ficance level). Heuristic methods take into account impor-

tant topographic features (e.g., ridge and valley lines),

which are preserved in the output elevation model.

Only heuristic methods tend to follow the principles of

cartographic generalization (Weibel 1992), and they are

therefore the preferred solution for cartographic relief

representations.

Two different approaches for generalizing shaded relief

exist: generalizing the elevation model prior to calculating

analytical shading, and filtering derived shaded relief.

Böhm (1997, 2000) developed a digital elevation model

(DEM) generalization technique that uses spatial filters

and prevents valleys and ridgelines from being over-

smoothed. Nikolas Prechtel (2000) produced small-scale

relief shading using a customized re-sampling method

and vertical exaggeration of the elevation values. Patterson

(2001c, 2001d) developed a technique called ‘‘resolution

bumping’’ that merges down-sampled elevation data with

high-resolution data. Median filtering has also been used

by Patterson (2001a) as a tool applied on a shaded relief

(already derived from elevation data) that smoothes local

irregularities and preserves sharp ridgelines and valley lines.

This paper presents a new method for the generalization

of digital elevation models, specifically designed for calcu-

lating shaded relief with a greatly reduced level of detail.

An efficient method for the automatic production of

cartographically generalized shaded relief at small scales

is highly desirable: relief shading, together with hypso-

metric tinting, is a preferred and commonly used relief

representation at small scales, because it emphasizes the

third dimension (Imhof 1982).

3. Curvature-Based Terrain Generalization

In developing our automatic generalization approach, we

drew inspiration from the manually created relief shading

shown in Figure 2. It shows terrain in the Swiss style,

according to principles defined by Imhof (1982). We

deliberately concentrate on this style, which is regarded

as exemplary by many. For example, J.S. Keates finds that

‘‘the most sophisticated and elaborate representation is

the Swiss, using contours . . . , detailed rock drawing and

hill shading’’ (1996, 257). The reference shaded relief in

Figure 2 shows the eastern part of Switzerland at a scale

of 1:1,000,000. Accordingly, we concentrated on automat-

ing relief shading for mountainous areas. For purposes of

comparison, Figure 3 depicts a shaded relief at the same

scale that was calculated automatically using diffuse reflec-

tion (Yoeli 1959), with the light source at an azimuth of

300� and an inclination of 45�. It was derived from the

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)2 elevation

model, which provides elevation data at a resolution of 3

arc seconds (approximately 60 m at the latitude of Central

Europe). At a scale of 1:1,000,000, the high level of topo-

graphic detail present in the SRTM model is visually dis-

turbing. In comparison with manual shading, mountain

ridges are not sharp enough, large landform structures

are not prominent, and small features of the low relief

are almost invisible. From this example it is obvious that

automatic shading does not differentiate sufficiently be-

tween relief types (in this case, alpine, lowland, and hilly

landscapes).

In developing our curvature-based shading method, we

focused on Imhof ’s (1982) design principles:

1. small-scale relief shading should visibly accentuate

the differences between mountainous and low-relief

areas
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Figure 2. Manual relief shading: 1:1,000,000; 6 Federal Office of Topography swisstopo (pixel map: swisstopo
DV033492.2), reproduced by permission.
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2. irrelevant small terrain details should be removed

3. important mountain chains should be accentuated

4. main river valleys should be visually enhanced

The manual shading in Figure 2 was created according to

these principles: ridgelines are mostly visible in the high

mountains; the lowlands, on the other hand, look like

flat plains carved by river valleys.

To follow these principles in our automatic approach,

mountains and lowlands are generalized separately, in dif-

ferent ways, and are later recombined into one elevation

model. The complete generalizing procedure consists of

successive operations performed on digital elevation data;

the procedure is outlined in Figure 4. The steps necessary

to generalize lowland and mountain areas are indicated in

grey. The operations shown on the right-hand side of the

diagram produce an additional grid, which is used to

combine lowlands and mountains into one generalized

elevation model. Shaded relief is subsequently calculated

from the generalized elevation data.

3.1 spatial filtering

The first step of the generalizing procedure filters the

digital elevation data with a low-pass mean filter, which

computes a new pixel value by averaging the values within

its immediate vicinity. Mean filters are frequently used for

smoothing images (Burrough and McDonnell 2000) and

are also applicable to the removal of details from digital

elevation models. A mean filter of 5� 5 pixels is applied

15 times to smooth the SRTM terrain at a spatial re-

solution of 3 arc seconds. The filter size and the number

Figure 3. Diffuse reflection calculated from raw SRTM
data.

Figure 4. Processing steps leading to generalized relief shading
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of filter runs depend on the map scale and the spatial

resolution of the elevation model: a larger filter size and a

higher number of filter passes result in stronger general-

ization. These parameters should be adjusted by visually

inspecting the preliminary results to ensure that all un-

necessary terrain details are removed from the elevation

model. The shaded relief derived from the smoothed ele-

vation model is shown in Figure 5: the relief is clearly

over-generalized and is lacking sharp structures. These

smoothed elevation data serve, in our procedure, as a

greatly simplified base surface onto which the relevant

details are added using the subsequent processing steps.

3.2 detecting terrain features: ridges and valleys

Manual shading accentuates important relief features

relative to analytical shading. Main ridgelines need to be

stressed in mountainous areas, and main valleys in flat

areas. Several techniques exist for detecting ridge- and

valley lines from digital elevation models; these methods

were developed in different research fields, especially in

geomorphology (methods based on local terrain mor-

phology) and hydrology (drainage direction). (For reviews

of these methods see Tribe 1992; Bertolo 2000; Deng

2007; Minár and Evans 2008). Edge-detection techniques

developed in the field of image processing (Gonzalez and

Woods 2008) are also applicable here.

An approach based on local terrain morphology is used

in our application; the terrain features are identified by

curvature coefficients. A related technique that also uses

curvature to enhance shaded relief has been developed by

Kennelly (2008), but, in contrast to our method, this

solution is aimed at large-scale mapping. Using plan and

profile curvature, subtle terrain details (such as small

changes in slope and drainage patterns) are highlighted

on a shaded map, and such detailed visualization can sup-

port geomorphologic landscape analysis. Our procedure

also uses curvature coefficients to enhance terrain fea-

tures, but these are used in order to generalize relief (i.e.,

to remove small terrain details and enhance the most

important landforms). For this purpose we use different

coefficients of curvature: maximum and plan curvature

to identify ridgelines, and minimum curvature to identify

valleys. Plan curvature measures the rate of change of

aspect along a contour line in the horizontal plane; it

differentiates between convex and concave forms, and

defines sharp and clear lines of ridges and valleys (Wilson

and Gallant 2000). Coefficients of maximum and mini-

mum curvature measure curvature in any possible plane

(Wood 1996); they reflect the geometrical form of ridges

and valleys, and this property is particularly useful in low-

land areas, where ridges are not sharp and valleys have

broad, flat bottoms. The curvature coefficients were calcu-

lated via the Evans–Young method, which uses a qua-

dratic trend surface for each cell, fitted to the 3� 3 local

elevation matrix (the formulas used in this method are

described in Pennock, Zebarth, and de Jong 1987; Wood

1996; and Shary, Sharaya, and Mitusov 2002). A com-

parison of the Evans-Young method with alternative,

higher-order polynomial models (Schmidt, Evans, and

Brinkmann 2003) has shown that it gives more stable re-

sults and is appropriate for use in modelling geomorpho-

metric elements such as ridges and valleys.

Increasing the size of the local window, which is used for

fitting the quadratic trend surface in the Evans-Young

method, allows for detecting large terrain features and

removing small details. This multi-scale quadratic para-

meterization is described by Jochen Schmidt and Robbie

Andrew (2005) and by J.D. Wood (1996) and is imple-

mented in LandSerf.3 Another possibility is smoothing

DEMs, using a mean filter before calculating parameters;

this simple solution is proposed by Sanjay Rana (2006).

In our procedure, the level of terrain detail is adjusted by

selecting an appropriate window size for calculating the

curvature coefficient.

3.3 exaggerating ridges and valleys

The next processing step determines weights to vertically

exaggerate ridges and valleys. Two weights are computed

for each cell in the digital elevation model: one for exag-

gerating ridges, and the other for deepening valleys. The

weight for deepening valleys is calculated from minimum

Figure 5. Relief shading derived from filtered SRTM data
(mean filter, size 5� 5 pixels, applied 15 times).
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curvature; the weight for exaggerating ridges is calculated

as a sum of maximum and plan curvature. Figure 6 shows

both ridges’ and valleys’ weights: black indicates high

values, and white indicates low values.

In the next step, two additional elevation models are gen-

erated by exaggerating and deepening the smoothed DEM

produced by the step described in section 3.1 above. The

exaggerated and the deepened models are calculated by

multiplying the filtered model by a constant factor. Next,

the exaggerated and deepened models are combined with

the filtered model by curvature weights according to the

equations (1) and (2), which are applied to each cell of

the elevation model:

hmount ¼ wr � hex þ ð1� wrÞ � hfl (1)

hlow ¼ wv � hdeep þ ð1� wvÞ � hfl (2)

where

hmount ¼ elevation of mountain DEM

hlow ¼ elevation of lowland DEM

wr ¼ weight for ridges

wv ¼ weight for valleys

hex ¼ elevation of exaggerated DEM

hdeep ¼ elevation of deepened DEM

hfl ¼ elevation of filtered DEM

As a result of these combinations, two elevation models

are calculated, one appropriate for mountains and the

other appropriate for lowlands. Because of the exaggera-

tion, the ridges in the mountain DEM are higher than

the surroundings, and the valleys in the lowland DEM

are deeper. Ridges are clearly visible when shading is de-

rived from the model for mountain areas (see Figure 7

left), and valley edges are accentuated on shaded relief

derived from the model for lowland areas (Figure 7 right).

3.4 combination of mountain and lowland models

The final step combines the mountain and lowland models

into one elevation model. First an additional grid is created

that indicates where the mountain and the lowland models

are to be applied. Terrain parameters, such as slope or

elevation range, can be used as indicators for this differen-

tiation. In our approach, the slope values are used; these

are extensively filtered, using a mean filter to remove

small details and create compact areas of mountains and

lowlands. An example of a filtered slope mask is shown

in Figure 8: white indicates high values, and black indi-

cates low values. The mountain and lowland models are

combined according to equation (3), which is applied to

each cell of the elevation models. The mountain grid is

used in areas with high slope values, and the lowlands

grid in areas with low slope values.

Figure 6. Weights for exaggerating ridges (left) and deepening valleys (right).
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hg ¼ ws � hmount þ ð1� wsÞ � hlow (3)

where

hg ¼ elevation of generalized DEM

ws ¼ slope weight

hmount ¼ elevation of mountain DEM

hlow ¼ elevation of lowland DEM

3.5 relief shading

Figure 9 shows the shaded relief derived from the general-

ized elevation model. Shading was calculated with diffuse

reflection, with the light source at an azimuth of 300� and

an inclination of 45�; no local adjustment was made to

the light direction. The calculated shaded relief was

slightly corrected using raster graphics software (Adobe

Photoshop CS2). First, small terrain irregularities appear-

ing along mountain ridges were removed using a noise

filter. To further improve the appearance, the grey values

in flat areas were brightened; a uniform bright grey tone

on flat areas is commonly used for manual shading. For

this last operation, an additional greyscale image of slope

values was used as a mask, and only the shading tone for

the area with the lowest slope values was changed. Both

Tom Patterson (1997) and Alex Tait (2002) describe de-

tails of this operation for Adobe Photoshop. We did not

use any simulation of aerial perspective.

Figure 7. Relief shading appropriate for mountain areas (left) and lowland areas (right).

Figure 8. Slope mask for combining mountain and low-
land areas
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Figure 9. Shaded relief derived from generalized digital elevation model
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4. Results

To evaluate the results of the method described in this

paper, shaded relief derived from a generalized digital ele-

vation model (Figure 9) was compared visually with the

reference manually shaded relief (Figure 2). Because of

the individual style of manual shading, exactly identical

results cannot be expected. However, a comparison of

the two shows that the level of detail achieved with our

generalization procedure is fairly similar to the manually

produced shaded relief. Many of the unnecessary small

terrain details present in raw elevation data are removed,

while the sharp structures of the main landforms are

preserved. Ridges and valleys are clearly visible and are

not disturbed by small terrain irregularities. The digitally

shaded relief resembles the manual style in appearance,

especially in mountainous areas.

Some improvements are necessary, especially in lowland

areas, where too many small terrain structures are shown

that are not present on the manual shaded relief. In addi-

tion, the main landforms of the lowland relief are not as

clearly visible as they are in the manual shading; they

should be more generalized and exaggerated. Differences

between manual and automatic shading can also be ob-

served in the high mountain areas, where the small relief

details on the automatically shaded relief are not as sharp

as in the manual equivalent. Furthermore, illuminated

and shadowed terrain facets that meet crisply at the ridges

depict high mountains on the manual reference. The

digital sample in Figure 9 lacks this faceted appearance,

and sinuous linear forms appear along the tops of a few

ridges. The Photoshop noise filter successfully eliminates

some of these linear forms; however, a few remain in the

final image. Improvements are also necessary in the areas

of lower mountains (e.g., the hilly landscape in the upper

part of Figure 9), which, in comparison to the high Alps,

look too bright. The shades in this part of the region

should be intensified. Adjustments of local light direction

and aerial perspective, which were not simulated in our

approach, would likely further improve the appearance of

the automatically shaded relief.

5. Conclusions

Digital elevation models provide detailed, worldwide

terrain information and are commonly used for terrain

analysis and visual exploration in GIS environment. Un-

fortunately, cartographers currently lack advanced methods

for using these data to produce relief visualizations at a

level of quality comparable to traditional, manually exe-

cuted relief representations. Small-scale relief representa-

tions are especially difficult to automate, mainly because

of the considerable generalization that is necessary.

The generalization procedure introduced here considers

specific cartographic needs and allows for the creation of

relief shading that is fairly comparable with the manual

equivalent. The method can serve as an extension to the

standard shading tools available in computer applications

and can help cartographers to significantly improve their

terrain visualization. The whole procedure can easily be

performed with standard GIS and image-processing soft-

ware. The shaded relief created with our generalization

method should be further improved by introducing local

adjustments of light direction and aerial perspective. In

addition, other shading algorithms besides the diffuse re-

flection method need to be tested. Further research is

necessary in order to apply the generalization method at

other map scales (including greater scale reduction) and

to test it in different regions with other relief types.

Development of novel automatic and semi-automatic

methods that consider the requirements of cartographic

visualization will certainly help to improve the quality of

digital mapping and to adjust it to the standards devel-

oped by cartographers in the pre-digital era.
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Notes

1. There are no exact limits of what is defined as small,
medium, and large scale. We follow the position of
Robinson and others (1995) that maps at scales of
1:500,000 and smaller can be considered ‘‘small-scale.’’

2. Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) home page,
http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm/.

3. LandSerf, a free GIS software package for visualization and
terrain analysis, is available at http://www.landserf.org/.
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